ES 140 – Final project Fall 2016
presentation by Pamela Flinton, Librarian

✓ Environmental Studies Guide
✓ Creating an Annotated Bibliography
✓ Critically Analyzing What Your Read

Additional Tips:
Group Work – think about using Google Drive or some other platform that allows for sharing of work.

Ask for a Research Consultation – form on the Library’s Homepage
Finding the Environmental Studies Guide

- Goucher Library
- Research Guides by Subject
- Environmental Studies
  - Environmental Studies
    (Graduate level contains similar information)
ES Guide Intro

News Sources – Baltimore business journal!

Use our databases to create VERY short video clips – remember to cite the source!

Library Homepage ➔ Databases ➔ Kanopy (or Alexander Street Press)

Diesel particulate matter in the air
Critically Analyzing What You Read

- Goucher Library
- Research Guides by Subject
- Citations & Research Help
- Critical Appraisal & Analysis of Sources
Annotated Bibliography – NOT a SUMMARY

- Goucher Library
- Research Guides by Subject
- All Guides
- How to Create an Annotated Bibliography